
 

 

CORE VALUES 

OUR VISION 

 

To be leading, competitive, Shipping Management Company, 

reliable and transparent, able to meet and exceed customer 

expectations. 

 

OUR MISSION 

 

To provide excellence in shipping management services with 

sustainability by ensuring the Health, Safety and Security of 

our Crew, environment, Vessel & Cargo. 

CONTACT US l CONNNECT WITH US 

+91 9339015151 

+971 523520067 

info@sygniusship.com 

www.sygniusship.com 

 

ACCREDITATIONS FIRST CLASS 

 

SYGNIUS Mature ISM / TMSA / ISO compliant 

 

ISM Document of Compliance by IRQS 9001, 18001, 45001 

Advanced PMS on ERP Platform 

All systems have been subjected to frequent Major programs 

 

 

 

 

 

SYGNIUS GROUP, 214/1/3, LOWER ARCULAR ROAD, KOLKATA - 700017, INDIA 

DEPENDABLE CREW 

UNIQUE INNOVATION 

Sygnius Ship Management offers the best 

marine solutions with regards to the 

complex and diverse maritime demand. We 

reconize the importance of first class and 

dependable crew in the safe and effective 

operation of our manned vessels. 

mailto:info@sygniusship.com
http://www.sygniusship.com/


 

 

Why choose Sygnius ? 

Our proactive ship management team works to offer unique innovative ship 

management solutions including strategy & employment management for 

vessels, negotiation & providing services in support of charter party contacts 

incorporating crewing, purchasing, insurance, surveys & accident investigation. 

 

Sygnius establish a harmonized quality management standards 7 company policy. 

We offer world-class marine management services with great concern on safety, 

environmental protection and effective shipboard maintenance. We have a very 

capable team with the right culture. 

Managing your Assets 
Setting new Standards 

OUR SERVICES 

TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT 

COMMERCIAL  MANAGEMENT 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

SHIP BROKING SNP 

MARINE CONSULTANCY SERVICES 

SHIP REPAIR SERVICES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Operational Excellence 

We believe that only through continuous improvement can we stay 

on our trajectory leading to operational excellence. We go about this 

by determinedly maintaining the right perception at the operational 

level on what is vital and seen as a real priority, how operational 

decisions are made and how balance between operations and safety 

is preserved, the way priorities are set, communicated via formal and 

informal methods, and executed in the workplace. 

 

 

OUR PROFILE 

SYGNIUS Ship was incepted in 2019 based in India & UAE with a strong 

background proficient master mariners and marine engineers, over 20 

cumulative years of experience in marine as team. We aim to provide an 

exemplary service through efficient resource management and consistent 

support. 

Our proactive ship management team works to offer unique innovative ship 

management solutions including strategy and employment management for 

vessels, negotiation and providing services in support of charter party contracts 

incorporating crewing, purchasing, insurance, surveys and accident 

investigation. 


